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dcTrack® Version 6.3.1 
 
These Release Notes contain important information regarding the release of this product, so please read them carefully. 
We strongly recommend that you read the entire document. 
 

Applicability 
This software release is applicable for both the virtual appliance and the hardware appliance. We recommend that you 

upgrade to this release.  

New Features and Enhancements  
The following features are new or enhanced in dcTrack 6.3.1:  

VMware Connector Enhancements 
 

Auto-Sync VMware Asset Data 

The VMware Cloud Connector introduced in dcTrack 6.1 has been enhanced in dcTrack 6.3 to include partial on-demand 

sync and the ability to schedule periodic updates to dcTrack via synchronization with VMware, increasing data accuracy 

through automation and integration.  

When your dcTrack database is synced to a VM Manager, you're able to view and search the VM Manager integration 

status and other virtualization attributes, such as CPU and RAM, on the Item List and Item Details pages for virtual 

assets. 

Under the Settings tab > dcTrack Settings > Application Administration > Integration, the VMware sub-tab has been 

enhanced with a username and password for a daily autosync. The Daily Auto Sync can be scheduled by clicking the Daily 

Auto Sync cell for the VM Manager you want to schedule the sync for, and then selecting a time from the dropdown. 
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Associate Multiple VM Managers with a Location 

To enable dcTrack to be synchronized with your virtualization environment, you must associate at least one VM 
Manager with a Location in dcTrack.  
 

Administrators can associate a VM Manager with a Location under the Settings tab > Locations page by clicking the VM 
Manager cell for the Location they want to associate the VM Manager with and selecting the desired VM Managers from 
the dropdown. 

 

Note: Administrators can also associate VM Managers with a Location by editing the Location Details page. 
 

Create and Customize Custom Field Layouts for Item Details Pages 
In dcTrack 6.3, Administrators can create additional custom field sub-tabs and add panels to customize the layouts in 

ways that make the most sense for their users.  

The Standard and Custom Fields option in the Settings tab has been renamed to Fields Management, with a new UI to 

help you create new custom fields and sub-tab layouts quickly and easily. To create new custom fields, click the Create 

button on the Custom Fields tab. You can also create custom fields via File Import. 
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To add and design new sub-tab layouts, click the Design Subtabs tab. You can add a new sub-tab by clicking the Add a 

Subtab button or select an existing subtab from the list. To modify the panel layout, you can add, rename, or delete 

panels on the right and drag panels to reorder and resize them. You can add up to four custom sub-tabs, with as many 

panels and custom fields as you’d like. Custom sub-tabs and the panels created in them can all be given names. 
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Dashboard Personalization, Shared Folders, and Favorites 
dcTrack 6.3 introduces the ability to create personalized dashboards, share dashboards, and add dashboards to your 

favorites. 

In the Dashboards tab, in addition to your Standard dashboards that come out-of-the-box from dcTrack, you now have 

folders for Personal, Shared, and Favorites dashboards. 

Personalized dashboards are dashboards private to you only. You can create them from any combination of over 80 out-

of-the-box charts as well as custom, HTML, and SQL widgets that can pull in data from a variety of sources.  

Shared dashboards are dashboards that you have created and shared with others. Dashboards respect dcTrack’s 

granular, role-based access control, so different users can view only the data that they have access to, and they cannot 

modify dashboards shared by other users. 

Favorites are dashboards that you like to view frequently. Having them all in a single folder makes it easier for you to 

quickly access the data. 

One dashboard from any of the folders can be chosen to be your default. The default dashboard will be the one that 

loads automatically when you log in. 

 

Each widget is configurable, so you now have more options for how data is displayed. You can change the name, type of 

charts, thresholds, and other preferences to customize the presentation through the widget settings. 

Each widget’s parameters can now be saved such that one each visit of a dashboard page, each widget will load with the 

parameters you want to see. Furthermore, the same widget can be copied multiple times to the same dashboard or 

others. This allows you to have the same chart where each shows the data for a different data center, for example. 
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High Availability 
High Availability is a dcTrack feature that enables virtually 100% uptime by detecting lost connectivity situations and 

automatically or manually switch to a secondary system to avoid loss of service. The High Availability feature can help 

you minimize downtime due to outages, support redundancy as part of disaster recovery configurations, provide 

scalability, and eliminate single points of failure for large and geographically dispersed deployments. 

A High Availability cluster consists of one primary node and one secondary node. Only users with the Administrator role 

can enable High Availability on dcTrack and configure each dcTrack as either the primary or secondary node. 

The High Availability feature can be configured through the High Availability settings page in dcTrack in the Settings tab > 

Appliance Settings > High Availability.  

 

dcTrack supports a number of services that facilitate integration with Power IQ and third-party systems. As part of the 

High Availability feature, these services can be disabled or enabled (restored) as a group to avoid complications of 

having two active dcTrack systems due to either automatic or manual failover. 
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Matching or Adding Makes and Models When Adding Items 
dcTrack 6.3 introduces the ability for Gatekeepers and Administrators to map or add models to their dcTrack Models 

Library when adding items. This makes it faster and more efficient for users to add items while ensuring the integrity of 

their dcTrack data.  

When adding items in bulk, through Power IQ or VMware integration, or via file import, and you encounter item makes 

and/or models that are not recognized by dcTrack, a wizard will walk you through the steps to map the make or model 

to an existing make or model or add them to the Models Library. When makes and/or models are mapped, aliases are 

automatically added such that future encounters of these makes and/or models will not require user intervention. 

Aliases for makes and models can also be added or removed by the user.  

Individual items added to dcTrack via External Ticketing, or CMDB Connectors for ServiceNow and BMC Remedy will also 

take advantage of existing aliases or automatically create aliases when corrected makes or models are selected. 
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ServiceNow and BMC CMDB Connectors 
The CMDB Connector in dcTrack 6.3 provides bidirectional integration of CMDB Asset/CI data between dcTrack and the 

ServiceNow or BMC CMDB application.  

Administrators can configure the CMDB Connector in the Settings tab > dcTrack Settings > Application Administration > 

Integrations > CMDB. In this tab, you can configure the CMDB system's label, IP address or hostname, and credentials, 

load and save the XML configuration, and enable integration.  

The XML configuration allows for field by field mapping of the CI attributes and the dcTrack Item where each mapping 

can have a system or record (SOR). The SOR determines which system owns the data for that attributes to avoid any 

conflicts. 

Attributes that accept a pre-determined set of values (dropdowns) can have each of its value separately mapped to a 

value in dcTrack. 

The connector configuration also supports filtering on many attributes including, but not limited to, location, status and 

class. 
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Build Power Chains in the Web Client 
In dcTrack 6.3, the ability to build out power chains has been migrated from Classic View to the Web Client. In the Web 

Client, users can now view and edit UPS specifications in Item Details pages, view, add, edit, and delete UPS banks, add 

and delete power panels, and update breaker pole information in bulk via file import. 

A new configuration sub-tab has been added to UPS Item Detail pages, where you can view UPS specifications, manage 

UPS banks, and add UPS units to UPS banks. 

  

DC Power Support 
dcTrack 6.3 support DC power supplies for models and items of the class Device, Network, and Probe. 

Microsoft Hyper-V as an Additional dcTrack Supported Platform 

dcTrack 6.3.1 can be installed on a Microsoft Hyper-V hypervisor platform, in addition to on a VMware platform and 

Linux kernel-based virtual machine (KVM). For installation instructions, see the Hyper-V Quick Start Guide available on 

Sunbird’s Technical Support Portal or the installation walkthrough in the dcTrack online help.  
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Bug Fixes and Customer-Requested Enhancements over Release 6.1.1 
dcTrack 6.3.1 provides the following bug fixes and customer-requested enhancements over Release 6.1.1: 
Ticket 
Number 

Issue 
Number 

Summary 

290 DCT-8100 Password Requirements Missing from Settings Page 

1239 DCT-8088 Add Import option to map to existing make and model 

6754 DCT-14572 Add Site filter to Items Count widget 

8749 DCT-18994 LDAP Group sync does not work if group settings rely on defaults 

8779 DCT-17125 Custom uploaded logo is not displayed 

9079 DCT-17500 
Add ability to include or exclude the locations included in the Enterprise 
Dashboard for clients with many sites 

9735 DCT-18122 Double clicking on floor PDU in Power Circuit causes Unexpected Error message 

10321 DCT-18902 
Adding cabinet to PowerIQ adds cabinet to dcTrack, deleting cabinet from 
PowerIQ does not delete from dcTrack 

10369 DCT-18816 Editing the hostname for an IP address assignment requires too many clicks 

10455 DCT-18974 
Quicksearch API does not return a column if it is specified twice in 
"selectedColumns" 

10533 DCT-19059 Enable Connect button for when moved items 

10533 DCT-19485 Fix Item Details report to work for when-moved items 

10626 DCT-19097 
DcTrack unresponsive if postgres does not have high enough value for 
max_connections 

10997,11339 DCT-19715 Cabinets with no sensors should not be colored in the Visualization tab 

11371 DCT-19760 Improve performance of global search for large databases 

11598, 12674 DCT-19931 
Ability to search asset list for a large group of items based on a copied list of 
serial numbers, assets, etc. 

11613 DCT-20023 
Concurrent changes can lead to incorrect message when adding or canceling 
work order 

11682 DCT-20038 Angular authentication failure appears in UI, requires login 

11736 DCT-20138 Stale temperature data in visualization tab 

11784 DCT-20092 CPI PDU will not stay integrated with Power IQ 

11795 DCT-20104 
Archived Item can't be changed to Planned if user has global Viewer or Operator 
role 

11953 DCT-20254 CsrfFilter Failed after opening classic view 

12001 DCT-20408 Temperature sensors showing after PDU is decommissioned 

12007 DCT-20694 Non-Rackable item-rear image incorrectly shows to the front of cabinet 

12014 DCT-20693 Allow admins to make serial number field require unique values 

12070 DCT-20340 Temperature column in Capacity search always shows Celsius 

12074 DCT-20343 
Floor map Get Reading not updating measured amps of per phase amps of 
certain PDUs 

12093 DCT-20353 Custom Field Picklist cleared, but API still returns old known value 

12254 DCT-20499 Cannot login to dcTrack using FF if dev tools are opened 
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12379, 12741 DCT-20565 Asset List not properly sorting some fields 

12477 DCT-20645 Capacity search not finding expected cabinets 

12516 DCT-20650 
Audit Trail is not recording changes to item details after a work order is 
completed 

12571 DCT-20692 Display timestamp in item detail audit tab 

12584 DCT-20701 Formatting issues when generate PDF from interactive reports 

12667 DCT-20739 No visual indication that quick search is still running 

12672 DCT-20742 Allow picklists to be easily reordered alphabetically 

12676 DCT-20744 Search using many ORs takes up to 2-3 minutes 

12678 DCT-20745 Export exactly as shown exports custom field values incorrectly 

12683 DCT-20765 Clearing search filter doesn't work 

12686 DCT-20749 Rack Elevation Item Detail Change - Items Disappear  

12726 DCT-20758 
When exporting from a custom view...the Excel spreadsheet doesn't list the U 
position 

12788 DCT-20795 DcTrack cannot connect to VMware after vCenter outage 

12845 DCT-20833 Unable to copy text fields in Firefox in view mode 

12846 DCT-20904 VMware inventory sync showing devices even if not marked as a VM Host 

12966 DCT-20946 Cannot change center to back U position in UI (Import works ok) 

12982 DCT-20957 Show warning if user is unmapping an integrated asset 

13010 DCT-20954 Large assets filter taking most of screen space 

13212 DCT-21096 Get 'Internal Server Error' when click on asset tab and cannot advance 

13352 DCT-21201 Unable to issue workorder in some cases - API error 

13427 DCT-21255 Asset tab actions are enabled for viewers 

13461 DCT-21317 LDAP auto sync user- cannot add a non-integrated host to an integrated cluster 

13502 DCT-21315 Export truncates the file if names include non-ascii characters 

13512 DCT-21320 
Export exactly as shown, top 500 rows, does not include all data when using a 
custom view 

13516 DCT-21580 API Error shown when initially opening the change tab in some cases 

13554 DCT-21370 Import hangs because of duplicate connections 

13561 DCT-21371 Issues Importing Power Connections in dcTrack 

13607 DCT-21478 Asset view - Live Charts - displays wrong device information/readings 

13645 DCT-21466 Internal Server Error - After VM Manager selected 

13712 DCT-21550 Exception when adding to customer pick-list 

13713 DCT-21579 
Could not extract ResultSet in Settings -> Standard and Custom Fields -> Item 
Functions in a blank database 

13745 DCT-21581 Add ODBC View that indicates what timezone is used by the application 

13824 DCT-21658 Unable to Scroll when choosing a VM Manager from the dropdown 

13850 DCT-21695 Non-Rackable Items in a Rack shows in wrong order in visualization 

13900 DCT-21778 Error when try to plug in an APC ATS 

14046 DCT-21858 dcTrack to VCenter Integration - Internal server error 
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14099 DCT-21866 Cannot "Add" a Row via Data Model Sync Page 

14134 DCT-21887 
Floor PDU Panel does not show Remote Panel as Connected Item on web gui 
breaker 

14163 DCT-21894 dcTrack 6.3 requires device model height to be 1.75 inches 

 
Important Notes 
 
The minimum amount of RAM for VMware VM configuration has been increased to 8GB for dcTrack 5.2 and above.   
 
The minimum hardware and OS specifications for the Client Workstation have been updated as follows for dcTrack 5.2 
and above: 
 

• Core I5 2.6G with Graphics Card having 2 GB RAM  

• 4GB RAM  

• Classic View OS support for Windows® 7, 8 and 10 

• 2GB of free disk space 

Additional Comments 

The table below provides helpful information on issues related to dcTrack Release 6.1.1 and above: 

Issue Comments 

Memory Issues 
in Internet 
Explorer 11 

Internet Explorer 11 users may experience visual defects and browser instability after accessing 
more than six options from the top menu (e.g., Dashboard, Items List, Work Orders, etc.) in the 
same logon session due to memory management limitations of IE11.   If this happens, the browser 
should be closed and re-opened. 

Menu 
Dropdown in 
Cabinet 
Elevation View  

In previous versions of dcTrack, double-clicking on an item would open either its Item Details page 
or the Port Inspector. A new menu dropdown option is available in any Cabinet Elevation View in 
dcTrack 6.1 for viewing the Item Details or Port Inspector. When you hover over any item in a 
Cabinet Elevation view, a downward chevron symbol displays to the right of the item name. Clicking 
on the downward chevron symbol displays a sub-menu where you can click to select either the Item 
Details page or the Port Inspector.  

Label Required 
for Power IQ 
Hosts in 
Integration 
Settings 

In previous version of dcTrack, Power IQ hosts (listed under the Settings tab > dcTrack Settings > 
Power IQ Integration Settings > Power IQ Systems) were not required to have a Power IQ system 
label. In dcTrack 6.1 and above, the Power IQ Label is required. 

ODBC Query 
Timeout 

To change the ODBC Query Timeout setting, you must restart the dcTrack appliance. Otherwise, the 
setting will remain unchanged until the next time the dcTrack appliance is restarted. 
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Clear Browser 
Cache After 
Upgrade 

dcTrack uses caching mechanisms for static assets to improve user experience. It is highly 
recommended that all users clear their browser cache after each software upgrade.  

Rendering 3D 
Floor Maps in 
Internet 
Explorer 11 

To improve 3D rendering in IE 11 for large data centers, you may toggle the Contents Selector in the 
3D Settings tab under the Floor Map Settings section to Auto rather than Always. 

effectivePower 
and 
potentialPower 
Fields 
Deprecated for 
dcTrack APIs 

The fields effectivePower and potentialPower are deprecated and will be removed in a future 
release of dcTrack. Please update your code to use fields tiEffectivePower and tiPotentialPower. 

Custom Fields 
Renamed After 
Upgrade 

If a custom field created prior to dcTrack 6.0 had the same name as a standard field, it will be 
automatically renamed on upgrade by prepending "CF_" to the custom field. This may impact 
reports or APIs that rely on the existing custom field names. Customers should review the Custom 
Field Headings page under Settings > Standard and Custom Fields to see if any of their custom field 
names have been modified on upgrade. 

API Move 
Requests on 
Cabinets 

When using API move requests on cabinets and manipulating the rows of the original item or the 
^^when_moved item, there may be a leftover system row with a name ending in ^^MOV after 
completing the move. This is a known issue, and the row can be safely deleted. 

Microsoft Edge 
Browser 

This browser will not work for the following features/tabs in dcTrack: Connectivity, Reservations and 
External Ticketing. 

 

Upgrades for Existing 4.x, 5.x. and 6.x Customers 

The upgrade is free for customers with a valid software maintenance agreement. Use the dcTrack 6.3.1 software self-

installing upgrade file named dcTrack_6.3.1.x.bin. Customers upgrading directly from 4.0 to 6.3.1 should contact Sunbird 

Professional Services for instructions prior to upgrading. 

Upgrades for Existing 3.1.0 and 3.2.0 Customers 
The upgrade is free for customers with a valid software maintenance agreement. The upgrade will require a new install.   

Your current dcTrack configuration and data can be backed up and restored to the new 6.3.1 system. Use the dcTrack 

software file named dcTrack_6.3.1.x.iso for a fresh install.  

Where to Find the Software Files and Obtain Help 
• Find Software:  https://support.sunbirddcim.com/ 
• Get Help: tech@sunbirddcim.com 
• Sign Up for a Maintenance Contract: Contact your reseller or sales@sunbirddcim.com 

https://support.sunbirddcim.com/
file:///C:/Users/jeannez.ENGR-ZIOBROJE/Documents/Power%20IQ/tech@sunbirddcim.com
file:///C:/Users/jeannez.ENGR-ZIOBROJE/Documents/Power%20IQ/sales@sunbirddcim.com
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Browser Compatibility 
• Google Chrome v71 

• Firefox Quantum v65 

• Apple Safari v12 

• Microsoft Internet Explorer v11 (must disable use of TLS1) 

• Microsoft Edge v44 (does not support Connectivity, Reservations or External Ticketing pages) 

 
Power IQ Compatibility 
Versions 5.2.0, 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.3, 6.0.0, 6.0.1, 6.0.2, 6.1.1, 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.1.3, 6.2.0, 6.2.1, 6.2.2, 6.2.3, 6.3.0 
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